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Islam
The Wider Church

PE
Athletics
Rounders
Health Week

ICT
Invasion Games
Collect and Present Information
E-Safety
Use software to accomplish a given goal

using a sequence

Art
Perspective

Use
‘Book Creator’ and
Pastels
‘Pic
Collage’natural
to present
Textilesdyes
information
Linked to Rainforest context
E-Safety

Geography
Where are Rainforests? Use maps and globes to
find the location of the Worlds’
Rainforests, identify the equator and tropics of
Cancer and Capricorn.
Describe location using continent and country
names.
What are Rainforests like? Describe the layers
of the Rainforest and the plants and
animals that live there. Research the climate of
a Rainforest.
Make comparisons with the UK
Beeston Residential (map work)

Secrets of the Rainforest

English
Nonfiction – write a persuasive
information text using fiction and nonfiction texts as stimuli.
Read a variety of texts to locate specific
information, identify sentence structure
and vocabulary and explore and discuss
personal responses to issues raised in the
text.
Make a book to present information about
the four layers of the Rainforest.
Write a persuasive letter about an issue
relating to Rainforests –
deforestation, endangered animals etc.
Research and present information.

Music
Music Express 3

painting with sound- Rainforest

French
Days of the week, colours, brothers and
sisters, birthdays

PSHCE /Building Learning Power
Going for Goals
Be the best you can be
Perseverance
Empathy and listening

Science
Plants: flowers and plants life cycle
Light: light and reflection

Maths
Recognise place value in thousands, hundreds,
tens and ones
Add and subtract numbers mentally including
HTO+ O/TO/HTO.
Derive and recall multiplication facts for the
x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x 8 and x10 (up to 12 x 12 by
end of Year 4).
To identify, represent and estimate numbers
using different representations
Relate 2D shapes and 3D solids to drawings of
them, Recognise angles as a property of shape,
including right angles.
Interpret and present data using bar charts,
pictograms and tables.
Add and subtract amounts of money to give
change.
Estimate and read time with increasing accuracy
to the nearest minute.
To recognise and find fractions of objects.
Recognise and use fractions as numbers.
Complete investigation and problem-solving
activities related to all of the above.

DT
Food Technology: Healthy Snacks

.

Reminders:
Spelling Activity Homework: out on Friday due in by Wednesday Lit/Maths homework out on Friday, due in by the following Friday. Please practise times tables and reading at least four
times a week. Remember to bring reading records to school every day. PE will be on a Thursday- remember to have your PE kit in school every day.

